
Cloud seeding its 
effetts may linger 
A fresh analysis of mo re than 30 years of Austra lia n rain
ma king experiments suggests tha t cloud seeding may have 
been much mo re effective tha n previo usly be lieved. 

The analysis, by Dr Keith Bigg of the Cloud 
Physics Laborutory of the t'SIRO Division of 
A tmospheric Rc~carch. has indicated that 
ra infall increased over areas much larger 
than the areas actually seeded. and that the 
increases pe~i~tcd for weeks and months. 

Previously it has been assumed that seed· 
ing only affccL~ the target area. and only on 
the day of >Ceding. The main reason for this 
assumption is that light affects the ~ilver 
iodide used for cloud seeding, deactivating 
it within n mauer of hours. T he principle 
behind cloud seeding is th;ll silver iodide 
particles act as nuclei <•round which rain
producing icc crystals can develop in 
clouds. 

Dr Bigg ha~ found that ice nuclei num· 
bcrs. boosted by cloud seeding. remain at 
increased levels long after lhe seeding hru. 

The rainfall ror 1964, lbe year rouo .. i,ng 
two major d oud-seeding experiments, 
showed appreciable cnbancemcnls over a 
large area surrounding the test zones . ('fhe 
ligures ror the unsbodcd areas are a good 
deal below I 00 because 1964 was a dry 
yenr.) 

stopped. (Why this is so is not at all clear 

yet.) His analysis of rainfall records for 
area~ used for rai nmaking experiments 

point' to corresponding prolonged increa~

es in prcc•pttatton. 
The cxplan~tion for the failure to 

recognize such mcreascs before is that 
the un~cedcd ·conLrol' areas used in the 
experiment;, were themselves affected by 
the cloud seeding. The lingering impact of 
~ceding ~ecms to have increased rainfall 
over thousands of square ki lomct rc~ 
surroundmg the seeded ' target ' area, . 
including the cont rol areas. 

Dr Oigg. a participant in a number of 
early cloud-seeding trials, has measured the 
impact of seeding experiments by examin
ing ramfall records for seeded areas and >ttr· 
roundtng regions. The map shows what he 
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found in the regions around thc War
ragamba and New England areas of New 
South Wales where cloud-~ccding experi
ments were conducted in 1%3. Ra1nfall in 
the experimental areas for the followmg 
ye<tr was consistently higher than •n sur
rounding areas. 

Dr Bigg has done a similar analysi> for 
five experiments from 1955 to 196-1. and 
>uperimposed the maps with the seeded 
areas at the cent re. The resulting paucrn, 
reproduced on page 4, shows rainfall 

increases exceeding that in the cen tral 
square by more than 10% in on area utleust 
10 times that of the target. Seeding evi· 
dcntly has had a greater effect east and west 
of the target square than in the target itself. 

Taking such persistent and widespread 
effects into account can tum ·fa•led' ratn
mnking experiments into successc~ 

For example. rainmaking expenmcnb in 
New England from 1958 to '63 (judged at 
thc time to have returned a mengrc 4% rain
fall increase) can be reinterpreted as rc~ult · 

ing in rui n fa ll inereascsof 19% on the day of 
~ceding (or perhaps 36% if the con trol area 
were affecte.d too on the first day). 10-.14% 
increases for I to 10 days after >Ceding, and 
3-8% for the subsequent period extending 
to day 50. A highly successful operation! 

196-1 rainfall as percentage 
of long-term nverogc 
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This diagram, produced by superimposing 
rove grids derived in a similar way to the one 
on page 3, suggests thAI Australian 
rai nmaki ng experiments in the 1950s and 
'60s had a greater effect west , and 
particularly east, or the seeded areas than 
in them. Each grid represented a S-mooth 
experimental period. The averaged rainfall 
figure for the seeded square was UO% of 
t he long-term average; Dr Blgg derived the 
number in each sqwtre by subtracting UO 
from the eqwvalentligure for that square. 
(The positive ligures south or tbe seeded 
square do not represent real increases bot 
are 11n artificial product of the use of 'twin' 
seeding areas in most experiments.) 

The 'failure· came about because about 
every 12 days the cloud seeders wou ld re
designate an area as 'target' or 'control' 
according to a prearranged random 
schedule. (Sometimes additional 'control 
only' areas were used .) Because they 
assumed that the effects of seeding did not 
persist , they thought the same areas could 
~afely be used alternately as target and con

G round-based testing or high- nnd 
low-output silver iodide burners was 
carried out near Sydney in l%4-05 (dashed 
li nes indicate dates) . Ice nuclei numbers 8 
km away rose sharply and stayed at 
increased levels for some ti me :1rter eacb 
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trol. Now it appears that seeding caused a 

persistent increase in rainfall in the whole 
experimental region, making rainfall com
parisons between the target and control 
areas meaningless. 

Three other such 'cross-over' experi
ments (loca li ties shown on the map) were 
conducted be tween 1957 and 1963. In the 
Warragamba experiment. daily selection of 
target and control areas was made. Results 
were consisten tly disappointing. 

Consistent target.~ 

Two other experiments. in the Snowy 
Mountains and Tasmania, used a consistent 
target and con trol. These two achieved 
degrees of success showing statistical sig
nificance. The first returned a promising 
19% mcreao;c in precipitation. and the sec
ond highly significant increa~ of up to 
40% in autumn, less in winter. and none in 
spring (I here was relatively lillie seeding in 
summer. as few susceptible clouds came 
by) . 

With hindsight, we can appreciate that 

the Tasmanian result displays a systematic 
effect explainable by a spreading innuence 
on the control area. With virtually no seed
ing in summer. autumn saw a 'clean· control 
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Only the Tas-manian and Snowy Mountains 
experiments used a single target. The 
others were of the ' cross-over' type and 
used a target randomly selected (rom two 
sites, although the New England 
experiment also had consistent controls . 

area. which became increasingly affected 
during winter and spring. 

In both these experiments the control 
areas apparently became progressively 
·contaminated'. and during unseeded 
periods bollt target and control became per
manently affected . Both factors mean that 
the magnitude and extent of the effects of 
cloud seeding muy have been grossly under
estimated. The Snowy Mountains result 
was probably much higher than 19%, and 
the Tasmanian autumn figure could fairly 
be applied to winter and spring <tS well . 

lo fact. all the cloud-seeding experiments 
gave results that. on average. seemed to 
deteriorate a~ the operation progressed. In 
New England. the experiment had a suc
cessful first year. uut by the end of the six th 
year virtua lly the same amount of rain fell in 
seeded and control areas. Warragamba also 
showed a decline with time until. at the con
clusion of the fourth year. target rainfall 
equalled the control-area falls. 

The Snowy experiments started out with 
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Rainfall and ice audei numbers 

r.uin between target and control area. 
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d11ys a her seeding 

Ice nuclei and rain 

The problem a cloud faces in producing rain 
is that i.t has a limited lifetime. maybe half 
an hour to an hour for one particular cloud 
cell (sections of clouds are constantly dis
solving and reforming). Somehow in that 
Lime it has to create drops a million times 
the volume of an individual cloud droplet if 
rain is to fall. Ice crystals arc the key to this 
process, but they aren't as easy to come by 
as you would think. 

Particles that act as nuclei for icc crystals 
are relatively rare. Of millions of airbome 
panicles, perhaps only one will have those 
special properties that allow an ice crystal to 
form at temperatures just below freezing. 
Unless those icc nuclei are present, water 
vapour will form super-cooled water drop
lets instead. However, as the temperature 
becomes lower. we find that matters 
improve, and at - 30"C perhaps one panicle 
in a thousand will act as an ice nucleus. 

Ice crystals can grow at the expense ot 
super-cooled water drops. They gel bigger 
and bigger until they shatter into fragments 
that act as secondary nuclei. or they melt 
and fa ll as raindrops. One to ten crystals per 
litre of cloud is enough to start the rain
making process. 

On the other hand, it is possible to have 
clouds composed entirely of icc crystals, but 
still no rain comes from them. An optimum 
number of ice crystals is needed: not too 
few, and not too many. 

Since many potentially rain-producing 
clouds lack crystals, the idea behind cloud 
seeding is to add a substance that makes up 
for a general lack of primary ice nuclei, and 
hence promotes rain. Silver iodide, one of 
the photographic chemicals, is the material 
most comm()nly used. 

To provide ice nuclei, a material must 
haye a molecular spacing that acts as a 
template for icc crystals. Silver iodide has 
this special and unusual property. but what 
constitutes natural ice nuclei remains 
largely unknown. 

30% increases in the fust year and ended 
with a paltry 3% in the fifth. Interestingly, 
after the fourth year the decline with time 
was noted, and was suspected to be due to 
insufficienl seeding. So the scientists made 
a special effort to step up seeding in the fifth 
year. Possibly a year off would have been a 
beuer solution. 

All this suggests that the effects persist 
over years! Consequently, experiments 

Rainfall and the abundance or ice nudei 
correlated well. These data come (rom 
Tasmanian experiments between 1964 and 
1970. 

Strange as it may sound, it is becoming 
clearer that bacteria seem to comprise a 
large fraction of icc nuclei in nature. Scien
tists have found that certajn clay particles 
also do the trick , but this could be because 
they carry soU-living bacteria. 

Forty yea.rs ago it looked as though, sim
ply by adding ice nuclei ro cold clouds, we 
could increase rtlin almost at wiU. Trials 
conducted during the 1950s and early '60s 
demonstrated that seeding could increase 
the amount of rain deposited by individual 
clouds by a factor as large as three or four. 
However. proving that the process works 
over large areas is more difficult, as the 
main article makes clear. 

Experiment followed cxpcnment. and 
the early optimism faded . The last CSIRO 

work, conducted in Victoria's Wimmera 
district in 1979-SO. came up with the conclu
sion that there were almost no occasions 
when seeding could be expected to work 
(see Ecos 32). This showed that clouds 
worth seeding must have a water droplet 
content of more than 0·1 mg per L, contain 
few icc crystals (less than lO per L). and be 
colder than -s•c- an extremely rare com
bination of circumstances. 

And so the concept of inducing rain by 
adding ice nuclei is a big simplification. 
Nevertheless, as Dr Bigg has found. there 

crossing over every couple of weeks are 
going to impart very little innuence on top 
of this major ~ong-term trend. 

hJ 1966 Dr Taffy Bowen, then Cbjef of 
the CSJRO Division of Radjophysics and in 
charge of the rrunmaldng research, 
suggested thal se.eding created cumulative 
and persistent effects. The problem was 
!hat nobody could identify any physical 
mechanism that could produce such a 
result. 

Dr Bowen supposed that a positive feed
back effect was created: the extra precipita
tion caused by seeding Jed to increased ~oil 

does appear to be a fair degree of correla
tion between ice nuclei numbers and rrun
fall. 

Dr Bigg doesn't want to see a repetition 
of the '60s, when orchardists in the Huon 
Valley purchased and released large num
bers of 'hail-prevention rockets' - with 
exploding silver iod.ide warbeads. Good
ness knows whether they worked. but they 
probably put more silver iodide into the 
atmosphere on a few days than was used in 
a year of cloud-seeding experiments. 

If any more cloud seeding is done , it 
needs to be approached carefully and delib
erately. In 1983, experiments run by the 
Tasmanian Hydroelectric Commission 
showed a very substantial increase in pre
cipitation on seeded days. If widespread 
and persistent effects of seeding are con
firmed. those undertaking seeding will be 
faced with very difficult decisions as tbey 
attempt to take into account the interests of 
everyone affected. 

Seeding effects cannot be simply 
switched off, so are we willing to tolerate 
higher falls of rain beyond the growing 
season and into harvest time? Does the pre
valence of hail increase? Does the altera
tion in microbiology affect the incidence of 
plant diseases? Should we do it at all; and 
who makes the decision? 



Participants in a 1965 CStRO cloud seeding 
school are shown how silver iodide burners 
work. New findings suggest that 
ground-operated burners may be ns 
effective as airborne ones. 
moisture. which might make natural rain 
more likely subsequent ly. Recent studies of 
ra infa ll in large irrigated :orcas tend to 
suggest that some such feedback can occur. 
in that irrigation creates small climatic 
anomalies that persist when the irrigation 
stops. 

Ice nuclei 

However. Dr Bigg believes that the expla· 
nation for cloud seeding's persisting impact 
will be found by studying its effect on icc 
nuclei. He has been in the business of study
ing the abundance and make-up of these 
nuclei for rnuny years, and has compi led n 

lot of duta on how cloud seeding affects 
thei ~ numbers. 

In three of the areas used for rainmaking 
experiments , Dr Bigg made measurements 
on ice nuclei during the experiments and 
continued them for 4-36 months artcr seed
ing stopped. These valuable data, which he 
has only recent!)• returned to and re
evaluated. show that natural ice nuclei con
centrations are greally increased by cloud 
seeding. and that the effects last for long 
times. 

Examining a number of cloud-seeding 
experiments. he finds that the ratio of icc 
nuclei numbers above the target LO those 
above control areas rcnects quite well the 
ra tio of rain amou nts in these two areas. 
The graph at the top of page 5 shows the 
close parallel measured in one group of 
experiments . 
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In some areas seeding had its grea test 
effect on nuclei numbers within a week or 
two: in others it took about 11 weeks to 
reach maximum impact. In all e<oses, when it 
ceased in an area subject to prolonged seed· 
ing, the decline in icc nuclei numbers con
tinued for ;Hieast a year afterwards. 

The graph on page 4 shows how very 
large enhancements of icc nuclei followed 
the.: release of silver iodide in one case. 
Enhancement persisted for long periods. 
The data came from Dr Bigg's monitoring 
of icc nuclei numbers at a spot R km away 
from where other scientists happened to be 
carrying out ground tests of silver iodide 
burners before fitting them to aircraft. 

Seeding index 

The graph suggests that the effect of seeding 
is a large build-up in ice nuclei numbers
followed by a decay. Dr Bigg attempted to 
model this mathematically by constructing a 
cumulative 'seeding index· that renected 
such behaviour. Each kilogram of silver 
iodide released in an area adds to the index, 
which then decays exponentially with time 
- until the nex t seeding episode - and so 
on. 

In two cases he has had startling success 
in relating an a rea's cumulative seeding 
index to the enhancement of its rainfall 
(compared with that in control areas}. ll1e 
results of the New England experiment, 
given in the adjacent graph, show 3 three
fold ra infall enhancc.:mcn t as the index va r
ies from zero (no seeding} to the figure 
rellccting maximum cloud-seeding effect. 

Uut , how is it possible for th" e£fects of 
seeding to persist for many months? 

Dr Bigg ca lcula tes that aerial cloud
seeding experimen ts typically deposited 
only about 0·01 mg of silver iodide on each 
square metre of ground in the target area 
each year . Moreover, the silver iodide. 
while released as crystals. wou ld be washed 
down with the ra in and arrive on the ground 
in solution. And. although plants would 
retai n a fraction on their leaves. most would 
end up in surface soil. It seems most 
unlikely that enough silver iodide, as crys
tals. could be released back to the air to 
have an effect. especially when we recall 
that the molecule splitS up under the in flu · 
cnce of light. 

Si lver on its own doesn't appear to have 
any ice-nucleating properties and, besides , 
a cloud-seeding experiment adds about as 
much silver to the target-area soil as is 
natura lly present in topsoil. lodine by itself 
has some icc-nucleating ability, but only in 
high concentrations (i n small quantities it 
evaporates to a gas). In any case , iodine 
occurs natura lly in soil in much greater 
quantities than are added artificially. 

So how could minute amounts of silver 
iodide solution withjn the soil lead to an. 
increase in icc nuclei numbers lasting for 
months? Perhaps some catalytic effect is 
going on, in which si lver iodide acts to pro
duce secondary nuclei. 

American research in the 1960s supports 
this possibility: researchers found enhanced 
concentrations of ice nuclei within a pine 
forest for some months after silver iodide 
had been released above it. They supposed 

ll1e 'cumulative seeding inde)(' mirrors the 
way in which silver iodide seeding builds up 
ice nuclei numbers. Assumjng that seeding 
takes 36 days to reach maximum effect, the 
index <·orrelates well witb rainfall 
enhancement. (Becnusc the control area's 
rninfa ll is n11turnlly higher than the target's. 
the ratio between them starts out - for no 
seeding - nl abuul 0·5.) 

Seeding index 

rainfall ratio. seeded areas to unsecded 
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that the chemical somehow reacted with the 

pines' essential oi ls, slowly releasing 
secondary ice nuclei. 

Dr Bigg puts forward a more radical 
hypothesis: he suggests that si lver iodide 
causes certain bacreria to develop outer 
layers that promote ice-crystal formation. 

Bacteria ca use rain'! 

Most substances thar acr as efficient ice nuc
lei have surface regularities that match !he 
Ia !lice spacing of icc crysrals. Within the last 
10 years scientists have come tO appreciare 
that common plant- and soil-l iving bacteria 
possess this property- and, more signific
antly. that many natural icc nuclei arc 
actually bacteria. 

So what will happen now? 

Dr Bigg's results are scientifically intriguing 
and - if fllrtber work shows th&t his con
clusions arc correct- potentially of great 
significance to dry countries such as 
Australia, comments Dr Neville fletcher. 
Director of CSrRO's Jnstit"Ute of Physical Sci

ences. Dr Fletcher makes the following 
points. 

I> COJlclusions based on statistical dara 
collected for another purpose are 
notoriously unreliable. However. if Dr 
Bigg's conclusions arc correct, similar 
persistence effects should show up in 
most of the cloud seeding experiments 
that have been conducted around the 
world during the past 20 years. I hope 
our overseas colleagues will now 
SC<trch the records of their experiments 
to look for this effect. 

I> Dr Bigg has suggested a mechanism 
that may account for the persistence of 
seeding effects, which he is now in
vestigating further. Some working 
hypothesis with a reasonable amount 

A cloud's ice crystals under the mic.roscope 
-bacteria rna}' be the nuclei of many. 

You notice that frost forms on grass 
whenever the temperature falls below 
freezing point. Yet, remarkably, if you 
sterilize a leaf surface and place it in a cold 
chamber. frost wi ll fai l ro form until 
temperatures fall below -20°C! It's bac

teria rhat make rhc difference. 
In the United States. soil bacteria arc 

added to snow-making machines to 
improve their performance. Conversely, 
genetically engineered bacrerial c lones 
have been developed that lack ice-nucleat
ing abilities. Sprayed on crops. these 
replace the natural bacteria and prevent 

frost damage. 

of experimental support is necessary 
before the next step can be plaoned. 

I> 1f further statistic-al support for Dr 
Bigg's conclusions emerges and if the 
mechanism responsible can be under
stood to a reasonable degree , then it 
would be possible to devise a seeding 
experiment to test the theory in more 
detail. On the basis of Dr Bigg's pre
sent model. the silver iodide would 
probably be dispersed from generators 
on the ground rather than from air
craft. Because of the long persistence 
times involved, the experiment would 
probably have to run for at least 10 
years to produce a reliable conclusion. 

I> Because of the long time and large 

investment required . no such experi· 
menr could be properly planned unti l 
the underlying mechanism is better 
understood. Generally. once a field 
experiment has commenced it cannot 
be altered without wasring all the time 
and effort a lready iovested in it. 

Dr 13igg's :suggestion is that trace quan
tities of silver iodide taken up by a host 
plant (either directly on the leaf surface or 

through the roots) can increase the numbers 
of bacteria that have the right molecu lar 
regu larities on their outer coat for initiating 
the growth of icc crystals. He is currently 
testing the idea in his back yard, where he 
has set up two covered plots. one watered 
with a silver iodide solution, t he o ther not. 
He is measu~ing the numbers of icc nuclei 
liberated from each plot. 

In an interesting rccenr experiment, a 
pair of scientists at the University of A laska 

culrured icc-nucleating bacteria in the 
laboratory and found that successive gener· 
ations lost their ice-nucleat ing ability. 
Perhaps. if they arc to retain their 
icc-nucleating capacities. bacteria need to 
rake up trace quantities of substances such 
as silver iodide. 

Dr Bigg thinks a process in which silver 
iodide acts as a catalyst is the most likely 
explanation for the persistent effects of 
cloud seeding. However , it is not the only 
possibility. One species of bacterium with 
ice-nucleating properties is known to be dis
persed most effectively during wet and 
windy cond itions. Perhaps a simple positive 
feedback effect is at work. whereby a single 
successfu l cloud-seed ing event leads to con
di tions more conducive to the reproduction 
and d ispersal of ice-nucleating bacteri~ . 

Whatever the reason for the effc~t. it 
casts considerable doubt on the conven
tional understanding of cloud seed ing. Its 
effects appear to persist much longer than 
the 24 hours that has always been assu mcd 

to be a reasonable maximum. 
And if thm is so, the estirnares of an 

experiment's success have been incorrect, 
and more rain may have been produced 
than hi1hcrto 1hought. 

Andrew Bell 
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